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How humans 
use animals 

e.g. hunt for 
food, sport, 
& money



Fill in the 
table

Stick the 
table into 
your book



Which three are the most 
reasonable? Why?

Which three are the most 
unreasonable? Why?

e.g. ‘Hunting because it means that 
foxes can no longer kill helpless 
little chickens.’

e.g. ‘Hunting for sport because it is 
wrong to cause pain for animals 
simply as a game’



The same Different

How are humans animals the same?

How are they different?



The same Different

Both need to eat Humans can make decisions 
based on reasons. Animals act 
by instinct.

Both need sleep Humans can read and write and 
understand ideas e.g. maths

Both reproduce Animals are more focused on 
survival rather than the quality 
of life. 

Both defend themselves Humans can create music, art, 
literature and technology. 

Many physical characteristics 
e.g. eyes ears/ nose etc 

Humans have beliefs
animals do not follow religion. 



How should we treat animals?

1. Are animals more, less or of 
equal importance to humans? 

Why?

3. Are some animals more 
important than others which 

means we can treat them 
differently? Justify your answer. 

2. So, how do you think we should 
treat animals? Explain. 



A child and a 
dog are trapped 

in a fire. 

You can only 
save one of 

them. 

Which will you 
save?



• 1. What is my initial reaction?

• 2. Who is affected?

• 3. What facts do I need to know?



• 4. What are the reasons for both 

sides?



Save child Save dog



• 5. Which side is most convincing?

• 6. How do I feel about my final 

reaction?



A child and a dog are trapped in a fire. 

You can only save one of them. 

Which will you save?


